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Abstract
We study a class of martingale inequalities involving the running max-
imum process. They are derived from pathwise inequalities introduced by
Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14] and provide an upper bound on the expecta-
tion of a function of the running maximum in terms of marginal distribu-
tions at n intermediate time points. The class of inequalities is rich and
we show that in general no inequality is uniformly sharp – for any two
inequalities we specify martingales such that one or the other inequality
is sharper. We then use our inequalities to recover Doob’s Lp inequalities.
For p ď 1 we obtain new, or refined, inequalities.
1 Introduction
In this article we study certain martingale inequalities for the terminal maximum
of a stochastic process. We thus contribute to a research area with a long and
rich history. In seminal contributions, Blackwell and Dubins [6], Dubins and
Gilat [13] and Aze´ma and Yor [3; 2] showed that the distribution of the maximum
X¯T :“ suptďT Xt of a martingale pXtq is bounded above, in stochastic order,
by the so called Hardy-Littlewood transform of the distribution of XT , and the
bound is attained. This led to series of studies on the possible distributions
of pXT , X¯T q, see Carraro, El Karoui and Ob lo´j [9] for a discussion and further
references. More recently, such problems appeared very naturally within the
field of mathematical finance. The original result was extended to the case of a
non trivial starting law in Hobson [15] and to the case of a fixed intermediate
law in Brown, Hobson and Rogers [8].
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The novelty of our study here, as compared with the works mentioned above,
is that we look at inequalities which use the information about the process at
n intermediate time points. One of our goals is to understand how the bound
induced by these more elaborate inequalities compares to simpler inequalities
which do not use information about the process at intermediate time points.
We show that in our context these bounds can be both, better or worse. We
also note that knowledge of intermediate moments does not induce a necessarily
tighter bound in Doob’s Lp-inequalities.
Throughout, we emphasise the simplicity of our arguments, which are all
elementary. This is illustrated in Section 3 where we obtain amongst others the
sharp versions of Doob’s Lp-inequalities for all p ą 0. While the case p ě 1 is
already known in the literature, our Doob’s Lp-inequality in the case p P p0, 1q
appears new.
The idea of deriving martingale inequalities from pathwise inequalities is
already present in work on robust pricing and hedging by Hobson [15]. Other
authors have used pathwise arguments to derive martingale inequalities, e.g.
Doob’s inequalities are considered by Acciaio et al. [1] and Ob lo´j and Yor [18].
The Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality is rediscovered with pathwise argu-
ments by Beiglbo¨ck and Siorpaes [5]. In this context we also refer to Cox and
Wang [12] and Cox and Peskir [11] whose pathwise inequalities relate a process
and time. In a similar spirit, bounds for local time are obtained by Cox et al.
[10]. Beiglbo¨ck and Nutz [4] look at general martingale inequalities and explain
how they can be obtained from deterministic inequalities. This approach builds
on the so-called Burkholder’s method, a classical tool in probability used to con-
struct sharp martingale inequalities, see Ose¸kowski [19, Chp. 2] for a detailed
discussion.
In a discrete time and quasi-sure setup, the results of Bouchard and Nutz [7]
can be seen as general theoretical underpinning of many ideas we present here
in the special case of martingale inequalities involving the running maximum.
Organization of the article In the Section 2 we state and prove our main
result. In Section 3 we specialise our inequalities and demonstrate how they can
be used to derive, amongst others, Doob’s inequalities. We also investigate in
which sense our martingale inequalities can provide sharper versions of Doob’s
inequalities.
1.1 Preliminaries
We assume that a filtered probability space pΩ,F , pFtq,Pq is fixed which sup-
ports a standard real-valued Brownian motion B with some initial value X0 P R.
We will typically use X “ pXtq to denote a (sub/super) martingale and, unless
otherwise specified, we always mean this with respect to X ’s natural filtration.
Throughout, we fix arbitrary times 0 “ t0 ď t1 ď t2 ď . . . ď tn “: T .
Before we proceed to the main result, we recall a remarkable pathwise in-
equality from Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14]. The version we give below appears
in the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [14] and is best suited to our present context.
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Proposition 1.1 (Proposition 3.1 of Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14]). Let ω be a
ca`dla`g path and denote ω¯t :“ sup0ďsďt ωs. Then, for m ě ω0 and ζ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď
ζn ă m:
1tω¯tněmu
ď Υnpω,m, ζq :“
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
pωti ´ ζiq
`
m´ ζi
` 1tω¯ti´1ămďω¯tiu
m´ ωti
m´ ζi
˙
(1.1)
´
n´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
pωti ´ ζi`1q
`
m´ ζi`1
` 1tmďω¯ti ,ζi`1ďωtiu
ωti`1 ´ ωti
m´ ζi`1
˙
.
Next, we recall a process with some special structure in view of (1.1). This
process has been analysed in more detail by Ob lo´j and Spoida [17].
Definition 1.2 (Iterated Aze´ma-Yor Type Embedding). Let ξ1, . . . , ξn be non-
decreasing functions and denote B¯t :“ supuďtBu. Set τ ” 0 and for i “ 1, . . . , n
define
τi :“
"
inf
 
t ě τi´1 : Bt ď ξipB¯tq
(
if Bτi´1 ą ξipB¯τi´1q, (1.2a)
τi´1 otherwise. (1.2b)
A continuous martingale X is called an iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding
based on ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξnq if
pXti , X¯tiq “ pBτi , B¯τiq a.s. for i “ 0, . . . , n. (1.3)
Note that X being a martingale implies that Bτi are integrable and all have
mean X0. This then implies, by minimality of τi, that pBt^τn , t ě 0q is a
uniformly integrable martingale. If the latter is true then an example of an
iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding is obtained by taking
Xt :“ B
τi^
´
τi´1_
t´ti´1
ti´t
¯, for ti´1 ă t ď ti, i “ 1, . . . , n.
Finally, we recall a version of Lemma 4.1 from Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14].
Proposition 1.3 (Pathwise Equality). Let ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξnq be non-decreasing
right-continuous functions and let X be an iterated Aze´ma-Yor embedding based
on ξ. Then, for any m ą X0 with ξnpmq ă m, X achieves equality in (1.1), i.e.
1tX¯tněmu
“ Υn
`
X,m, ζpmq
˘
a.s., (1.4)
where
ζipmq “ min
jěi
ξjpmq, i “ 1, . . . , n. (1.5)
We note that if we work on the canonical space of continuous functions then
(1.4) holds pathwise and not only a.s. We also note that the assumption that
X is an iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding, or that pBτn^tq is a uniformly
integrable martingale, may be relaxed as long as X satisfies (1.3).
2 Main Result
In our main results, we obtain and compare inequalities for ca`dla`g submartin-
gales which are directly implied by Proposition 1.1.
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2.1 Main Result – Part 1
In the first part of our main result we devise a general martingale inequality for
E
“
φpX¯T q
‰
and prove that it is attained under some conditions.
Define
Z :“
!
ζ “ pζ1, . . . , ζnq : ζi : pX0,8q Ñ R is right-continuous,
ζ1pmq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ζnpmq ă m, n P N
)
.
(2.1)
In order to ensure that the expectations we consider are finite we will occa-
sionally need the technical condition that
Dα ą 0 s.t. lim inf
mÑ8
ζ1pmq
αm
ě 1 and lim sup
mÑ8
φpmq
mγ
“ 0 for some γ ă
1
1´ α
.
(2.2)
Theorem 2.1 (Main Result – Part 1). Let φ a right-continuous non-decreasing
function, and ζ “ pζ1, . . . , ζnq P Z . Then,
(i) for all ca`dla`g submartingale X:
E
“
φpX¯T q
‰
ď UB pX,φ, ζq :“ φpX0q `
ż
pX0,8q
nÿ
i“1
E
”
λ
ζ,m
i pXtiq
ı
dφpmq (2.3)
where
λ
ζ,m
i pxq :“
px´ ζipmqq
`
m´ ζipmq
´
px´ ζi`1pmqq
`
m´ ζi`1pmq
1tiănu, (2.4)
(ii) if ζ1 is non-decreasing and satisfies, together with φ, the condition (2.2),
there exists a continuous martingale which achieves equality in (2.3).
Remark 2.2 (Optimization over ζ). If X and t1, . . . , tn are fixed we can optimize
(2.3) over ζ P Z to obtain a minimizer ζ‹. Clearly, more intermediate points ti
in (2.3) can only improve the bound for this particular processX . However, only
for very special processes (e.g. the iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding) there
is hope that (2.3) will hold with equality. This is, loosely speaking, because
a finite number of intermediate marginal law constraints does not, in general,
determine uniquely the law of the maximum at terminal time tn.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Equation (2.3) follows from (1.1) by taking expectations
and integrating against dφ. Note that for a fixed m, E
”
|λζ,mi pXtiq|
ı
ă 8 for
i “ 1, . . . , n, since E r|Xti |s ă 8 by the submartingale property.
If ζ1 is non-decreasing and ζ1pmq ě αm for m large, α ą 0, we define X by
Xt “
#
B t
t1´t
^τζ1
if t ă t1,
Bτζ1 if t ě t1.
whereB is a Brownianmotion, B0 “ X0, and τζ1 :“ inf
 
u ą 0 : Bu ď ζ1pB¯uq
(
.
X is a uniformly integrable martingale by similar arguments as in the proof of
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Ob lo´j and Spoida [17, Prop. 3.5]. Then, one readily verifies together with
Proposition 1.3 that
ΥnpX,m, ζq “ Υ1pX,m, ζq “ 1tX¯t1ěmu
“ 1tX¯tněmu
.
Condition (2.2) ensures that E
“
φpX¯tnq
‰
ă 8 because then by excursion theo-
retical results, cf. e.g. Rogers [21], we compute
P
“
X¯tn ě y
‰
“ exp
˜
´
ż
pX0,ys
1
z ´ ζ1pzq
dz
¸
ď const ¨ exp
˜
´
ż
p1,ys
1
z ´ αz
dz
¸
“ const ¨ y´
1
1´α
for large y. Now the claim follows from
E
“
φpX¯tnq
‰
“ φpX0q `
ż
pX0,8q
E
”
1tX¯tněmu
ı
dφpmq
“ φpX0q `
ż
pX0,8q
UB
`
X,1rm,8q, ζ
˘
dφpmq
“ φpX0q `UB pX,φ, ζq
where we applied Fubini’s theorem.
2.2 Main Result – Part 2
As mentioned in the introduction, the novelty of our martingale inequality from
Theorem 2.1 is that it uses information about the process at intermediate times.
The second part of our main result sheds light on the question whether this in-
formation gives more accurate bounds than e.g. in the case when no information
about the process at intermediate times is used. In short, the answer is negative,
i.e. we demonstrate that for a large class of ζ˜’s there is no “universally better”
choice of ζ in the sense that it yields a tighter bound in the class of inequalities
for E
“
φpX¯T q
‰
from Theorem 2.1.
To avoid elaborate technicalities, we impose additional conditions on ζ P Z
and φ below. Many of these conditions could be relaxed to obtain a slightly
stronger, albeit more involved, statement in Theorem 2.3. We define
Z
cts :“
!
ζ P Z : ζ are continuous
)
(2.5)
and
Z˜ :“
!
ζ P Z cts : ζ are strictly increasing and
lim inf
mÑ8
ζ1pmq{αm ě 1, for some α ą 0,
ζ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ζn on pX0, X0 ` ǫq, for some ǫ ą 0
)
.
(2.6)
Before we proceed, we want to argue that the set Z˜ arises quite naturally. In
the setting of Remark 2.2, if X is a martingale such that its marginal laws
µ1 :“ L pXt1q , . . . , µn :“ L pXtnq
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satisfy Assumption f of Ob lo´j and Spoida [17],
ş
px ´ ζq`µipdxq ă
ş
px ´
ζq`µi`1pdxq for all ζ in the interior of the support of µi`1 and their barycenter
functions satisfy the mean residual value property of Madan and Yor [16] close
to X0 and have no atoms at the left end of support, then the optimization over
ζ as described in Remark 2.2 yields a unique ζ˜
‹
P Z˜ . Hence, the set of these
Z˜ seems to be a “good candidate set” for ζ’s to be used in Theorem 2.1.
The statement of the Theorem 2.3 concerns the negative orthant of Z cts,
Z
cts
´ pφ, ζ˜q :“
!
ζ P Z cts : UB pX,φ, ζq ď UB
´
X,φ, ζ˜
¯
for all ca`dla`g
submartingales X and ă for at least one X
)
.
(2.7)
Theorem 2.3 (Main Result – Part 2). Let φ be a right-continuous, strictly
increasing function. Then, for ζ˜ P Z˜ such that (2.2) holds we have
Z
cts
´ pφ, ζ˜q “ H. (2.8)
The above result essentially says that no martingale inequality in (2.3) is
universally better than another one. For any choice ζ˜ P Z˜ , the corresponding
martingale inequality (2.3) can not be strictly improved by some other choice of
ζ P Z cts, i.e. no other ζ would lead to a better upper bound for all submartin-
gales and strictly better for some submartingale. The key ingredient to prove
this statement is isolated in the following Proposition.
Proposition 2.4 (Positive Error). Let ζ˜ P Z˜ and ζ P Z cts satisfy ζ˜ ‰ ζ.
Then there exists a non-empty interval pm1,m2q Ď pX0,8q such that
UB
´
X,1rm,8q, ζ˜
¯
ă UB
`
X,1rm,8q, ζ
˘
for all m P pm1,m2q,
where X is an iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding based on some ξ˜.
Proof. To each ζ˜ P Z˜ we can associate a non-decreasing and continuous stop-
ping boundary ξ˜ which satisfies
ξ˜npmq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ξ˜1pmq ă m @m P pX0, X0 ` ǫq, (2.9a)
ξ˜pmq “ ζ˜pmq @m ě X0 ` ǫ, (2.9b)
for some ǫ ą 0, and hence
ζ˜ipmq “ min
jěi
ξ˜jpmq @m ą X0. (2.10)
Fix such a ξ˜ and let X be an iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding based on this
ξ˜. Let j ě 1. Using the notation of Definition 1.2, it follows by monotonicity
of ξ˜, (2.9b) and (2.10) that on the set tBτj “ ξ˜jpB¯τj q, B¯τj ě X0 ` ǫu we have
Bτj “ ξ˜jpB¯τj q ď ξ˜j`1pB¯τj q. Therefore, the condition of (1.2a) in the definition
of the iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding is not satisfied and hence τj`1 “ τj .
Consequently,
Xtj “ Xtj`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Xtn and X¯tj “ X¯tj`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ X¯tn
on the set
!
Xtj “ ξ˜jpX¯tj q, X¯tj ě X0 ` ǫ
) (2.11)
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for all j ě 1.
Take 1 ď j ď n. Denote χ :“ maxtk ď n : Dt ď HX0`ǫ s.t. Bt ď ξ˜kpB¯tqu_0,
where Hx :“ inftu ą 0 : Bu “ xu and H :“ tχ “ j ´ 1, HX0`ǫ ă 8u. By
(2.9a) we have P rHs ą 0. Further, by using ζ˜1pmq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ζ˜npmq ă m we
conclude by the properties of Brownian motion that P
“
HX tB¯τj P Ou
‰
ą 0 for
O Ď pX0 ` ǫ,8q an open set. Relabelling and using (2.9b) yields
P
”
Xtj “ ζ˜jpX¯tj q, X¯tj P O, X¯tj´1 ă X0 ` ǫ
ı
ą 0 @ open O Ď pX0 ` ǫ,8q.
(2.12)
By ζ˜ ‰ ζ either Case A or Case B below holds (possibly by changing ǫ
above). In our arguments we refer to the proof of the pathwise inequality of
Proposition 1.1 given by Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14] and argue that certain
inequalities in this proof become strict.
Case A: DO “ pm1,m2q Ď pX0`ǫ,8q and j ď n such that ζ˜jpm1q ą ζjpm2q.
Take m ą m2. Then on
!
Xtj “ ζ˜jpX¯tj q, X¯tj P O
)
we have almost surely
ΥnpX,m, ζq
(2.11)
“ ΥjpX,m, ζq ą 0 “ 1tmďX¯tj u
(2.11)
“ 1tmďX¯tnu
Prop. 1.3
“ ΥnpX,m, ζ˜q
where the strict inequality holds by noting that pXtj ´ ζjpmqq
` ą 0 for all
m P pm1,m2q on the above set and then directly verifying that the second
inequality of equation (4.3) of Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14] applied with ζ and
X is strict.
Case B: DO “ pm1,m2q Ď pX0`ǫ,8q and j ď n such that ζ˜jpm2q ă ζjpm1q.
Take m P O. Then on
!
Xtj “ ζ˜jpX¯tj q, X¯tj P O X pm,8q, X¯tj´1 ă X0 ` ǫ
)
we
have almost surely
ΥnpX,m, ζq
(2.11)
“ ΥjpX,m, ζq ą 1 “ 1tmďX¯tj u
“ 1tmďX¯tnu
Prop. 1.3
“ ΥnpX,m, ζ˜q
where the strict inequality holds by observing that the last inequality in equation
(4.3) of Henry-Laborde`re et al. [14] applied with ζ and X is strict because
pXj ´ ζjpmqq
` “ 0 ą Xj ´ ζjpmq for all m P O on the above set.
Combining, in both cases A and B the claim (2.9) follows from (2.12).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Take ζ P Z cts such that strict inequality holds for one
submartingale in the definition of Z cts´ , see (2.7). We must have ζ ‰ ζ˜.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4 we choose a ξ˜ such that (2.9a)–(2.9b),
(2.10) hold and let X be an iterated Aze´ma-Yor type embedding based on this
ξ˜. Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 yield
E
“
1rm,8qpX¯tnq
‰
“ UB
´
X,1rm,8q, ζ˜
¯
ď UB
`
X,1rm,8q, ζ
˘
@m ą X0
and by Proposition 2.4
UB
´
X,1rm,8q, ζ˜
¯
ă UB
`
X,1rm,8q, ζ
˘
for all m P O where O Ď pX0,8q is some open set. Now the claim follows as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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Remark 2.5. In the setting of Theorem 2.3 let ζ˜
1
, ζ˜
2
P Z˜ , ζ˜
1
‰ ζ˜
2
, and assume
that (2.2) holds for pφ, ζ˜
1
q and pφ, ζ˜
2
q. Then there exist martingales X1 and
X2 such that
UB
´
X1, φ, ζ˜
1
¯
ă UB
´
X1, φ, ζ˜
2
¯
,
UB
´
X2, φ, ζ˜
1
¯
ą UB
´
X2, φ, ζ˜
2
¯
.
This follows by essentially reversing the roles of ζ˜
1
and ζ˜
2
in the proof of The-
orem 2.3.
3 Doob’s Inequalities
In this section we demonstrate how Theorem 2.1 can be used to derive Doob’s
inequalities. Further, we investigate in which sense there is an improvement to
Doob’s inequalities.
Related work on pathwise interpretations of Doob’s inequalities can be found
in Acciaio et al. [1] and Ob lo´j and Yor [18]. Peskir [20, Section 4] derives Doob’s
inequalities and shows that the constants he obtains are optimal. We now give
an alternative proof of these statements, and we provide new sharp inequalities
for the case p ă 1.
3.1 Doob’s Lp-Inequalities, p ą 1
Using a special case of Theorem 2.1 we obtain an improvement to Doob’s in-
equalities. Denote powppmq “ mp, ζαpmq :“ αm.
Proposition 3.1 (Doob’s Lp-Inequalities, p ą 1). Let pXtqtďT be a non-
negative ca`dla`g submartingale.
(i) Then,
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď UB
´
X, powp, ζ p´1
p
¯
(3.1a)
ď
ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E rXpT s ´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0 . (3.1b)
(ii) For every ǫ ą 0, there exists a martingale X such that
0 ď
ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E rXpT s ´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0 ´ E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ă ǫ. (3.2)
(iii) The inequality in (3.1b) is strict if and only if either holds:
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ă 8 and XT ă
p´ 1
p
X0 with positive probability. (3.3a)
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ă 8 and X is a strict submartingale. (3.3b)
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Proof. Let us first prove (3.1a) and (3.1b). If E rXpT s “ 8 there is nothing to
show. In the other case, equation (3.1a) follows from Theorem 2.1 applied with
n “ 1, φpyq “ powppyq “ yp and ζ1 “ ζ p´1
p
. To justify this choice of ζ1 and to
simplify further the upper bound we start with a more general ζ1 “ ζα, α ă 1
and compute
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
´Xp0 ď UB pX, pow
p, ζαq ´X
p
0 “ E
„ż 8
X0
pyp´1
pXT ´ αyq
`
y ´ αy
dy

“ E
«ż XT
α
_X0
X0
pyp´1
XT ´ αy
y ´ αy
dy
ff
ď E
«ż XT
α
X0
pyp´1
XT ´ αy
y ´ αy
dy
ff
“
p
p´ 1
1
1´ α
E
«#ˆ
XT
α
˙p´1
´Xp´10
+
XT
ff
´
α
1´ α
E
„ˆ
XT
α
˙p
´Xp0

ď
1
p´ 1
1
p1 ´ αqαp´1
E rXpT s ´
p´ αpp´ 1q
pp´ 1qp1´ αq
X
p
0 (3.4)
where we used Fubini in the first equality and the submartingale property of
X in the last inequality. We note that the function α ÞÑ 1p1´αqαp´1 attains its
minimum at α‹ “ p´1
p
. Plugging α “ α‹ into the above yields (3.1b).
We turn to the proof that Doob’s Lp-inequality is attained asymptotically
in the sense of (3.2), a fact which was also proven by Peskir [20, Section 4].
Let X0 ą 0, otherwise the claim is trivial. Set α
‹ “ p´1
p
and take α‹ ă α :“
p`ǫ´1
p`ǫ ă 1. Let XT “ Bτα where B is a Brownian motion stared at X0 and
τα :“ inftu ą 0 : Bu ď αB¯uu. Then by using excursion theoretical results, cf.
e.g. Rogers [21],
P
“
X¯T ě y
‰
“ exp
ˆ
´
ż y
X0
1
z ´ αz
dz
˙
“
ˆ
y
X0
˙´ 1
1´α
and then direct computation shows
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
“
p` ǫ
ǫ
X
p
0 .
By Doob’s Lp-inequality,
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď
ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E rXpT s ´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0 “
´ α
α‹
¯p
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0
and one verifies"ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
¨
„
p` ǫ´ 1
p` ǫ
p
´ 1
*
¨
p` ǫ
ǫ
X
p
0 ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ǫÓ0
p
p´ 1
X
p
0 .
This establishes the claim in (3.2).
Finally, we note that in the calculations (3.4) which led to (3.1b) there are
three inequalities: the first one comes from Theorem 2.1 and does not concern
the claim regarding (3.3a)–(3.3b). The second one is clearly strict if and only if
(3.3a) holds. The third one is clearly strict if and only if (3.3b) holds.
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Remark 3.2 (Asymptotic Attainability). For the martingales in (ii) of Proposi-
tion 3.1 we have
UB
´
X, powp, ζ p´1
p
¯
“
ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E rXpT s ´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0
and E rXpT s Ñ 8 as ǫÑ 0.
3.2 Doob’s L1-Inequality
Using a special case of Theorem 2.1 we focus on Doob’s L logL type inequalities.
We recover here the classical constant e{pe ´ 1q, see (3.6b) , with a refined
structure on the inequality. A further improvement to the constant will be
obtain in subsequent section in Corollary 3.5. Denote idpmq “ m, and
ζ
α
pmq :“
#
´8 if m ă 1,
αm if m ě 1.
(3.5)
Proposition 3.3 (Doob’s L1-Inequality). Let pXtqtďT be a non-negative ca`dla`g
submartingale. Then:
(i) with 0 logp0q :“ 0 and V pxq :“ x´ x logpxq,
E
“
X¯T
‰
ď UB
´
X, id, ζ
1
e
¯
(3.6a)
ď
e
e´ 1
´
E rXT log pXT qs ` V p1_X0q
¯
. (3.6b)
(ii) in the case X0 ě 1 there exists a martingale which achieves equality in
both, (3.6a) and (3.6b) and in the case X0 ă 1 there exists a submartingale
which achieves equality in both, (3.6a) and (3.6b).
(iii) the inequality in (3.6b) is strict if and only if either holds:
E
“
X¯T
‰
ă 8 and X¯T ě 1, XT ă
1
e
X0 with positive probability, (3.7a)
E
“
X¯T
‰
ă 8 and X¯T ě 1, E rXT s ą X0 _ 1. (3.7b)
E
“
X¯T
‰
ă 8 and X¯T ă 1 with positive probability. (3.7c)
Proof. Let us first prove (3.6a) and (3.6b). If E
“
X¯T
‰
“ 8 there is nothing to
show. In the other case, equation (3.6a) follows from Theorem 2.1 applied with
n “ 1, φpyq “ idpyq “ y and ζ1 “ ζ 1
e
.
In the case X0 ě 1 we further compute using ζ1 “ ζα, α ă 1,
E
“
X¯T
‰
´X0 ď UB
´
X, id, ζ
α
¯
´X0
“
ż XT
α
_X0
X0
E rXT ´ αys
y ´ αy
dy ď E
«ż XT
α
X0
XT ´ αy
p1´ αqy
dy
ff
“
α
1´ α
E
„
XT
α
"
log
ˆ
XT
α
˙
´ logpX0q
*
´
α
1´ α
E
„
XT
α
´X0

α“1{e
“
e
e´ 1
E rXT log pXT qs ´
e
e´ 1
E rXT s logpX0q `
1
e´ 1
X0
ď
e
e´ 1
E rpXT q log pXT qs ´
e
e´ 1
X0 logpX0q `
1
e ´ 1
X0. (3.8)
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where the choice α “ 1
e
gives a convenient cancellation and we used again that
X is a submartingale. This is (3.6b) in the case X0 ě 1.
For the case 0 ă X0 ă 1 we obtain from Proposition 1.1 for n “ 1,
P
“
X¯T ě y
‰
ď inf
ζăy
E rpXT ´ ζq
`s
y ´ ζ
ď
E rpXT ´ αyq
`s
y ´ αy
for α ă 1 and therefore
E
“
X¯T
‰
´X0 “
ż 8
X0
P
“
X¯T ě y
‰
dy ď p1´X0q `
ż 8
1
P
“
X¯T ě y
‰
dy
ď p1´X0q `
e
e´ 1
E rpXT q log pXT qs `
1
e ´ 1
(3.9)
by (3.8). This is (3.6b) in the case X0 ă 1.
Now we prove that Doob’s L1-inequality is attained. This was also proven
by Peskir [20, Section 4]. Firstly, let X0 ě 1. Then the martingale
X “
ˆ
B t
T´t^τ 1
e
˙
tďT
, where τ 1
e
“ inftt : eBt ď Btu, (3.10)
and B is a Brownian motion with B0 “ X0, achieves equality in both (3.6a)
and (3.6b). Secondly, let X0 ă 1. Then the submartingale X defined by$&
%
X0 if t ă T {2,
B t´T {2
T {2´pt´T {2q
^τ 1
e
if t ě T {2,
(3.11)
where B is a Brownian motion, B0 “ 1, achieves equality in both, (3.6a) and
(3.6b).
Finally, we note that in the calculations (3.8) which led to (3.1b) there are
three inequalities: the first one comes from Theorem 2.1 and does not concern
the claim regarding (3.7a)–(3.7c). The second one is clearly strict if and only
if (3.7a) holds. The third one is clearly strict if and only if (3.7b) holds. In
addition, in the case X0 ă 1 there is an additional error coming from (3.9).
Note that
E
”
pXT ´ ζq
`
ı
y ´ ζ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ζ“8
:“ lim
ζÑ´8
E
”
pXT ´ ζq
`
ı
y ´ ζ
“ 1
in the case when E
“
X¯T
‰
ă 8. Hence, the first inequality in (3.9) is strict if and
only if (3.7c) holds. The second inequality in (3.9) is strict if and only if (3.7a)
or (3.7b) holds.
3.3 Doob Type Inequalities, 0 ă p ă 1
It is well known that if X is a positive continuous local martingale converging
a.s. to zero, then
X¯8 „
X0
U
(3.12)
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where U is a uniform random variable on r0, 1s. Further, if X does not converge
to zero but to a non-negative limit X8, we can, possibly on an enlarged prob-
ability space, extend it to a positive continuous local martingale Y converging
a.s. to zero and clearly X¯8 ď Y¯8.
Hence, for any positive continuous local martingale X ,
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď E
„ˆ
X0
U
˙p
“
ż 1
0
ˆ
X0
u
˙p
du “
X
p
0
1´ p
(3.13)
and (3.13) is attained. We now generalize (3.13) to a non-negative submartin-
gale.
Proposition 3.4 (Doob Type Inequalities, 0 ă p ă 1). Let X be a non-negative
ca`dla`g submartingale, X0 ą 0, and p P p0, 1q. Denote mr :“ X
´r
0 E rX
r
T s for
r ď 1. Then:
(i) there is a unique αˆ P p0, 1s which solves
mpαˆ
´p “
1´ p` pm1
1´ p` pαˆ
(3.14)
and for which we have
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď Xp0mpαˆ
´p “
X
p
0
1´ p` pαˆ
`Xp´10
p
1´ p` pαˆ
´
E rXT s ´X0
¯
(3.15a)
ă
X
p
0
1´ p
`Xp´10
p
1´ p
´
E rXT s ´X0
¯
. (3.15b)
(ii) there exists a martingale which attains equality in (3.15a). Further, for
every ǫ ą 0 there exists a martingale such that
0 ď
X
p
0
1´ p
`Xp´10
p
1´ p
´
E rXT s ´X0
¯
´ E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ă ǫ. (3.16)
Proof. Following the calculations in (3.4), we see that
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď
1
1´ α
X
p
0 `
1
p1´ αqp1 ´ pq
E
”
´α1´pXpT ` pX
p´1
0 XT
ı
“ Xp0fpαq,
where, with the notation mr introduced in the statement of the Proposition,
fpαq :“
1
1´ α
`
´α1´pmp ` pm1
p1 ´ αqp1´ pq
, α P r0, 1s.
Next we prove the existence of a unique αˆ P p0, 1s such that fpαˆq “ minαPr0,1s fpαq.
To do this, we first compute that
f 1pαq “
hpαq
p1´ pqp1´ αq2
, where hpαq :“ 1´ p` pm1 ´ p1´ p` pαqmpα
´p.
By direct calculation, we see that h is continuous and strictly increasing on
p0, 1s, with hp0`q “ ´8 and hp1q “ 1 ´ p ` pm1 ´mp. Moreover, it follows
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from the Jensen inequality and the submartingale property of X that mp ď m
p
1
and m1 ě 1. This implies that hp1q ě 0 since 1´ p` px´ x
p ě 0 for x ě 1. In
consequence, there exists αˆ P p0, 1s such that h ď 0 on p0, αˆs and h ě 0 on rαˆ, 1s.
This implies that f is decreasing on r0, αˆs and increasing on rαˆ, 1s, proving that
αˆ is the unique minimizer of f .
Now the first inequality (3.15a) follows by plugging the equation hpαˆq “ 0
into the expression for f . The bound in (3.15b) is then obtained by adding
strictly positive terms. It also corresponds to taking α “ 0 in the expression for
f . This completes the proof of the claim in (i).
As for (ii), the claim regarding a martingale attaining equality in (3.15a)
follows precisely as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let α P p0, 1q and recall that
τα “ inftt : Bt ď αB¯tu for a standard Brownian motion B with B0 “ X0 ą 0.
Then, similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.1, we compute directly
PpB¯τα ě yq “ PpBτα ě αyq “
ˆ
X0
y
˙ 1
1´α
, y ě X0. (3.17)
Computing and simplifying we obtain E
“
B¯pτα
‰
“ 11´p`pαX
p
0 , and hence E
“
Bpτα
‰
“
αp
1´p`pαX
p
0 , while E rBταs “ X0. It follows that αˆ “ α solves (3.14) and equality
holds in (3.15a). Taking α arbitrarily small shows (3.16) holds true.
We close this section with a new type of Doob’s L lnL type of L1 inequality
obtained taking p Õ 1 in Proposition 3.4. Since αˆppq defined in (3.14) belongs
to r0, 1s there is a converging subsequence. So without loss of generality, we
may assume αˆppq ÝÑ αˆp1q for some αˆp1q P r0, 1s. In order to compute αˆp1q, we
re-write (3.14) into
gppq ´ gp1q
p´ 1
“ mp where gppq :“ pmpαˆppq ´ p1 ´ p` pm1qαˆppq
p.(3.18)
We see by a direct differentiation, invoking implicit functions theorem, that
g1p1q “ αˆp1q
ˆ
1` E
„
XT
X0
ln
XT
X0
˙
´ αˆp1q ln αˆp1qE
„
XT
X0

.
Then, sending pÑ 1 in (3.18), we get the following equation for αˆp1q:
αˆp1q
ˆ
1` E
„
XT
X0
ln
XT
X0
˙
“ E
„
XT
X0

p1` αˆp1q ln αˆp1qq. (3.19)
We note that this equation does not solve explicitly for αˆp1q. Sending p Ñ 1
in the inequality of Proposition 3.4 we obtain the following improvement to the
classical Doob’s L logL inequality presented in Proposition 3.3 above.
Corollary 3.5 (Improved Doob’s L1 Inequality). Let X be a non-negative
ca`dla`g submartingale, X0 ą 0. Then:
E
“
X¯T
‰
ď
ErXT s
αˆ
“
E rXT lnXT s `X0 ´ E rXT s lnX0
1` αˆ ln αˆ
(3.20)
where αˆ P p0, 1q is uniquely defined by (3.20).
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Note that the equality in (3.20) is a rewriting of (3.19). To the best of our
knowledge the above inequality in (3.20) is new. It bounds E
“
X¯T
‰
in terms of
a function of E rXT s and E rXT lnXT s, similarly to the classical inequality in
(3.6b). However here the function depends on αˆ which is only given implicitly
and not explicitly. In exchange, the bound refines and improves the classical
inequality in (3.6b). This follows from the fact that
1` α lnα ě
e´ 1
e
, α P p0, 1q.
We note also that for Xt :“ B t
T´t^τα
, α P p0, 1q, we have αˆ “ α and equality is
attained in (3.20). This follows from the proof above or is verified directly using
(3.17). The corresponding classical upper bound in (3.6b) is strictly greater
expect for α “ 1{e when the two bounds coincide.
3.4 No Further Improvements with Intermediate Moments
Next, we prove that beyond the improvement stated in Proposition 3.1 no
sharper bounds can be obtained from the inequalities of Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 3.6 (No Improvement of Doob’s Lp-Inequality from Theorem 2.1).
Let p ą 1 and ζ˜ P Z˜ be such that ζ˜jpmq ‰ ζ p´1
p
pmq “ p´1
p
m for some m ą X0
and some j. Then, there exists a martingale X such thatˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E rXpT s ´
p
p´ 1
X
p
0 ă UB
´
X, powp, ζ˜
¯
. (3.21)
Proof. Let α ą p´1
p
“: α‹ and take Xα satisfying
0 “ Xαt1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ X
α
tj´1
, Bτα “ X
α
tj
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Xαtn
whereB is a Brownian motion started atX0 and τα “ inftu ą 0 : Bu ď ζαpB¯uqu.
It follows easily that for this process Xα,
UB
´
Xα, powp, ζ˜j
¯
ď UB
´
Xα, powp, ζ˜
¯
and hence it is enough to prove the claim for n “ 1 and ζ˜ “ ζ˜j .
For all α P pα‹, α‹ ` ǫq, ǫ ą 0, Proposition 2.4 yields existence of a non-
empty, open interval Iα such that
@m P Iα : UB
`
Xα,1rm,8q, ζα
˘
ă UB
´
Xα,1rm,8q, ζ˜j
¯
. (3.22)
In fact, taking ǫ ą 0 small enough, Iα can be chosen such thatč
αPpα‹,α‹`ǫq
Iα Ě pm1,m2q, X0 ă m1 ă m2. (3.23)
We can further (recalling the arguments in Case A and Case B in the proof of
Proposition 2.4) assume that for all α P pα‹, α‹ ` ǫq:
@m P pm1,m2q : UB
´
Xα,1rm,8q, ζ˜j
¯
´UB
`
Xα,1rm,8q, ζα
˘
ě δ ą 0.
(3.24)
The claim follows by letting α Ó α‹ and using the asymptotic optimality of
pXαqα, see (3.2).
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In addition to the result of Proposition 3.6 we prove that there is no “inter-
mediate moment refinement of Doob’s Lp-inequalities” in the sense formalized
in the next Proposition. Intuitively, this could be explained by the fact that
the pth moment of a continuous martingale is continuously non-decreasing and
hence does not add relevant information about the pth moment of the maximum.
Only the final pth moment matters in this context.
Proposition 3.7 (No Intermediate Moment Refinement of Doob’s Lp-Inequality).
If a1, . . . , an are such that for every continuous submartingale X, X0 “ 0, we
have
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď
nÿ
i“1
aiE r|Xti |
ps (3.25)
or
E
“
X¯
p
T
‰
ď
nÿ
i“1
aiE
“
|Xti ´Xti´1 |
p
‰
, (3.26)
then ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E r|XT |
ps ď
nÿ
i“1
aiE r|Xti |
ps (3.27)
or ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E r|XT |
ps ď
nÿ
i“1
aiE
“
|Xti ´Xti´1 |
p
‰
, (3.28)
respectively.
Proof. From Peskir [20, Example 4.1] or our Proposition 3.1 we know that
Doob’s Lp-inequality given in (3.1b) is enforced by a sequence of continu-
ous martingales pY ǫq in the sense of (3.2). We will write
´
p
p´1
¯p
E r|Y ǫT |
ps »
E rmaxtďT |Y
ǫ
t |
ps.
Firstly consider the case of (3.25) and (3.27).
By scalability of the asymptotically optimal martingales pY ǫq we can assume
E r|Xtn |
ps “ E
“
|Y ǫtn |
p
‰
.
In addition we can find times u1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď un´1 such that
E r|Xti |
ps “ E
“
|Y ǫui |
p
‰
.
Therefore, writing un “ tn “ T and using asymptotic optimality of pY
ǫq,ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E r|Xtn |
ps “
ˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
E
“
|Y ǫun |
p
‰
» E
„
max
tďT
|Y ǫt |
p

(3.25)
ď
nÿ
i“1
aiE
“
|Y ǫui |
p
‰
“
nÿ
i“1
aiE r|Xti |
ps .
Equation (3.27) follows.
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Secondly consider the case of (3.26) and (3.28). Taking a martingale which
is constant until time ti´1 and after ti and using the the fact that Doob’s L
p
inequality is sharp yieldsˆ
p
p´ 1
˙p
ď ai for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Equation (3.28) follows.
Remark 3.8. Analogous statements hold for Doob’s L1 inequality. This can be
argued in the same way by using that Doob’s L1 inequality is attained (cf. e.g.
Peskir [20, Example 4.2] or our Proposition 3.3) and observing that the function
x ÞÑ x logpxq is convex.
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